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Abstract—Current events such as the Park51 Project in downtown Manhattan create “critical discourse moments,” explosions of discourse around a topic that can be exploited for data gathering. Policymakers have a need to understand the dynamics of public discussion in real time. Human values, which are cognitively related to attitudes and serve as reference points in moral argument, are important indicators of what’s at stake in a public controversy. This work shows that it is possible to link values data with reader behavior to infer values implicit in a topical corpus, and that it is possible to automate this process using machine learning. Thus, this work represents a preliminary attempt at scalable computational social science using techniques from natural language processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION: VALUES IN THE READING PROCESS

Sentiment analysis allows the automatic detection of opinion-bearing text. The ability to quickly and efficiently gauge a broad range of reactions to policies, products, and people has been quickly adopted and developed by academics, industry, and government [1]. However, the information provided by conventional sentiment analysis is limited because it ignores the motivations behind sentiment [2].

In this paper, we explore the role of human values in online discourse. Previous work on scaling up values analysis has drawn on classic content analysis techniques [3]: annotators manually label text that expresses a value and computers try to mimic the annotation process on previously unlabeled text. Although this approach is standard in NLP [4], it transfers unresolved challenges from the manual annotation of values into automated values analysis. The correct mapping of text into an abstract map of human values is a subtle problem for humans to agree on, especially when they identify differently with different values. Annotating values in text lacks a tradition of synthesis and standardization, and so recent research has focused on filling that gap [5].

In contrast, we focus on the assessment of the values of an individual, rather than a span of text. Assessing the values of individuals benefits from a tradition of synthesis and standardization based on studying human values via surveys [6]. Below, we describe the theoretical basis for how we use the Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ) [7] to measure the values of individuals, and then relate those values with an underlying property of the text, sentiment, to predict the behavior of a reader, such as whether they agree or disagree with the text that they are reading, in order to understand the relationship between the values of readers and their attitudes toward current events.

The classic linear communication paradigm [8] can be summarized as follows:

“Who…Says What…In Which Channel…To Whom…With What Effect?”

Shannon and Weaver’s classic treatment reflects the same basic functional decomposition [9]. Berlo [10] informally adapts Shannon and Weaver’s model to human/human communication, considering personal characteristics as factors in the encoding and decoding functions. Today, the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community commonly models aspects of the generation of language as “noisy channel” processes [11].

In this work, we model the reading process as a probabilistic process (see Fig. 1) through which the outcome is influenced by the properties of the text (t) and the state of the reader (r). The end result is a behavior by the reader (b).

In other research contexts, outcome behaviors might include replying to an email, clicking the “like” button on Facebook, or retweeting. Similarly, properties of state might include demographic variables, network variables, or personal history.

[Diagram of the reading process]

Figure 1. Formal model of the reading process
In this work, reader state ranges over a set of human values developed by Shalom Schwartz. Humans share a universal map of values [12], Schwartz argues, but the weights on particular values vary. A social group’s weighted value set is the backdrop against which moral argumentation unfolds. Propositions concerning the value of an entity or a course of action tend to refer back, at least implicitly, to fundamental moral premises in the abstract space of human values [13, 14].

A couple of toy examples:
We all agree that safety is good. Installing traffic lights will promote safety. Therefore, we should install traffic lights.

All our stakeholders want wealth. Investing is likely to bring us wealth. Therefore, we should invest.

As shared reference points in value-laden arguments, values are an important variable in attitude formation and attitude change [15, 16]. In public persuasion campaigns, the values of the audience are a key consideration in crafting a message [17, 18].

In the experiments that follow, we consider how an audience’s values are related to a simple behavioral outcome. After exposing readers to texts about an issue in the news, we ask them to quantify their response on a scale ranging from strong disagreement to strong agreement.

Based on crowdsourced sentiment annotation, each text is assigned a score representing the attitude it expresses about the issue. The operationalized model informing the experiments is summarized in Fig. 2. Binarizing the reader state variable will later facilitate accessible visualization and analysis of the results.

In Fig. 2, we apply the approach from Fig. 1 to this case, such that values serve as the reader state (r), which influences the reader behavior (b) to agree or disagree with the sentiment expressed in the text (t).

II. METHODS

A. Data Collection

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk is a marketplace that connects “Requestors” willing to pay people to complete simple tasks with “Turkers” willing to do the tasks. Mechanical Turk enables requestors to post tasks, which Amazon refers to as Human Intelligence Tasks or “HITs.”

We used Mechanical Turk’s qualification process to require readers to complete a 21-question version of the Schwartz Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ), along with some demographic questions, before proceeding to our HITs. Each HIT consisted of a series of opinionated paragraphs along with prompts for Turkers to quantify their response.

For this study, we focused on a particular controversy, the Park51 controversy, also referred to as the “Downtown Manhattan Islamic Community Center” or the “Ground Zero Mosque.” This controversy involves strong polarization of sentiment and a large number of opinionated texts directly related to this controversy were available via Google News.

In the first experiment, we asked 53 Turkers to rate 50 opinionated news and opinion paragraphs about the Park51 controversy and then to write a paragraph describing their perspective on the Park51 controversy.

In the second experiment, we presented the 53 paragraphs collected in the first experiment to 100 Turkers. We asked Turkers to indicate agreement or disagreement with each paragraph using a scale from 1 (I strongly disagree) to 4 (I strongly agree).

In the third experiment, we presented the same 53 paragraphs to a different set of 100 Turkers to evaluate sentiment expressed in every paragraph using a scale from 1 (The author is strongly against the project) to 4 (The author is strongly in favor of the project).

B. Data Analysis

After performing the experiments just described, we binarized the data for each Schwartz value, discarding data points where a reader’s PVQ score was equal to the median PVQ score for that value. From each of the two reader groups thus obtained, we took an average reader response score for each paragraph.

To test whether the values of a reader can help explain their agreement with a piece of text, we ran a regression model of the form:

\[ \bar{A} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \bar{S} + \beta_2 \bar{V} + \beta_3 \bar{S} \circ \bar{V} \quad (1) \]

In Eq. 1, V indicates whether the data point belongs to the high or low value level, S is the average sentiment of a paragraph, and A is the average reader agreement for that paragraph, for that value level (for 106 total data points). The coefficients are fit using ordinary least squares; if the coefficients associated with the values are zero, then there is no explanatory power from including the values of an individual.

We then performed a second set of regressions of the same form (Eq. 1), using average agreement scores predicted by SVM regression [19] for A. We used unigrams weighted by tf-idf to train the SVMs. A high value and low value SVM was trained for each of the 10 values, for a total of 20 sets of SVM regressions. A leave-one-paragraph-out approach was employed for all 20 sets of SVM regressions.
For each instantiation of Eq. 1 using the SVM predictions for A, the high value and the low value classifiers each provided half the data points, one for each paragraph, for a total of 106 data points in the regression for each value.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the parameter estimates and standard errors for three of the four parameters in the regression models for each value. The intercept is not shown, since it is not relevant to the relationship between agreement, sentiment, and values. For each value, models trained using actual and predicted agreement scores, respectively, are shown.

Remarkably, the regressions on predicted agreement scores reproduced the correct sign for every significant parameter in the regressions on actual agreement scores. Further, there are no false positives in the data from predicted scores; each significant result from the predicted data is at least as significant for the actual data. This suggests that our approach is promising for identifying values that are related to the reception of text. Two parameters are especially key to this analysis: the value parameter and the interaction parameter.

A. Value parameter

The value parameter indicates the change in intercept when the value level changes from 0 (low) to 1 (high). A positive parameter for this term indicates that people holding the value tend to agree with anti-Park51 paragraphs more than people who do not hold the value.

Regressions on the following values produced significant positive value parameters. That is, a person holding any one of these values is more likely to agree with an anti-Park51 paragraph than a person not holding the value:

Self Direction***, Achievement***, Power***, Security***, Conformity***, Tradition***

Regressions on the following values produced significant negative value parameters. That is, a person holding this value is more likely to disagree with an anti-Park51 paragraph than a person not holding the value:

Universalism***

The regressions based on the predicted agreement scores reproduced the correct sign for all of these parameters, although the value parameter was only significant to \( p<0.001 \) for 2 of these (Security and Universalism) and to \( p<0.05 \) for an additional four (Self-Direction, Power, Conformity, Tradition).

B. Interaction parameter (Value\_Sentiment)

The parameter associated with the interaction term indicates the difference in slope of the regression lines relating sentiment and agreement between the case where the value is 0 (low) and the case where it is 1 (high). A positive interaction parameter means that people who hold the value react more positively to incremental increases (toward positivity) of paragraph sentiment than do people who do not hold the value.

Regressions on the following values produced a positive interaction parameter, meaning the change in Agreement associated with moving in the pro-Park51 direction along the Sentiment axis was greater for readers who held the value than for readers who did not:

Universalism***, Stimulation**

Regressions on the following values produced a negative interaction parameter, meaning the change in Agreement associated with moving in the pro-Park51 direction along the Sentiment axis was less for readers who held the value than for readers who did not:

Self-Direction***, Achievement***, Power***, Security***, Conformity***, Tradition***

\[
\begin{array}{|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
\text{Model} & \text{Value Parameter} & \text{Sentiment Parameter} & \text{Interaction Parameter} \\
\hline
\text{Benevolence} & .03 & .249*** & .045 \\
\text{Actual} & (.12) & (.030) & (.042) \\
\hline
\text{Benevolence} & -.934 & .11 & .23 \\
\text{Predicted} & (.84) & (.84) & (.30) \\
\hline
\text{Universalism} & -.186*** & -.131*** & .721*** \\
\text{Actual} & (.12) & (.030) & (.043) \\
\hline
\text{Universalism} & -4.5*** & -.60 & 1.46** \\
\text{Predicted} & (1.3) & (.32) & (.45) \\
\hline
\text{Self Direction} & .48*** & .338*** & -.168*** \\
\text{Actual} & (.12) & (.030) & (.042) \\
\hline
\text{Self Direction} & 1.10* & .33 & .28 \\
\text{Predicted} & (.81) & (.20) & (.29) \\
\hline
\text{Stimulation} & -.15 & .185*** & .108** \\
\text{Actual} & (.11) & (.027) & (.039) \\
\hline
\text{Stimulation} & -.58 & .05 & .22 \\
\text{Predicted} & (.71) & (.18) & (.25) \\
\hline
\text{Hedonism} & .02 & .268*** & .002 \\
\text{Actual} & (.12) & (.029) & (.041) \\
\hline
\text{Hedonism} & -.09 & .15 & .10 \\
\text{Predicted} & (.75) & (.19) & (.266) \\
\hline
\text{Achievement} & .84*** & .41*** & -.26*** \\
\text{Actual} & (.12) & (.030) & (.043) \\
\hline
\text{Achievement} & 1.61 & .48* & -.50 \\
\text{Predicted} & (.93) & (.23) & (.33) \\
\hline
\text{Power} & 1.37*** & .53*** & -.48*** \\
\text{Actual} & (.11) & (.028) & (.040) \\
\hline
\text{Power} & 2.8* & .74* & -.079* \\
\text{Predicted} & (1.1) & (.28) & (.40) \\
\hline
\text{Security} & 2.79*** & .585*** & -.1038*** \\
\text{Actual} & (.13) & (.033) & (.047) \\
\hline
\text{Security} & 7.3*** & .87*** & -.220*** \\
\text{Predicted} & (1.6) & (.41) & (.58) \\
\hline
\text{Conformity} & 1.07*** & .454*** & -.362*** \\
\text{Actual} & (.11) & (.028) & (.040) \\
\hline
\text{Conformity} & 2.28 & .55* & -.60 \\
\text{Predicted} & (.95) & (.24) & (.34) \\
\hline
\text{ Tradition} & 0.85*** & .364*** & .270*** \\
\text{Actual} & (.13) & (.034) & (.048) \\
\hline
\text{Tradition} & 1.74* & .29 & -.52 \\
\text{Predicted} & (.83) & (.30) & (.30) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
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The regressions based on the predicted agreement scores reproduced the correct sign for all of these parameters, although the interaction parameter was only significant to $p<0.001$ for 2 of these (Security and Universalism) and to $p<0.05$ for an additional one (Power).

All of the values listed above except one (Stimulation) follow a common pattern: the sign of the interaction term is opposite the sign of the values term. In other words, the regression lines move toward convergence (and possible intersect) from the intercept moving to the right in the graph.

As in another analysis of a similar corpus, security and universalism appear to be the most salient values for this issue [20].

IV. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

One limitation of this study is that it focuses on an issue (Park51) on which people appear to be rigidly divided into two groups; people tend to agree either with most texts in support of or with most texts against the proposed project. The sentiment expressed in text appears to play a very large role in deciding a particular reader’s response to the text.

In the face of a more nuanced issue like nuclear power, our approach breaks down, since the salient features of the text cannot as faithfully be boiled down to points along a sentiment axis [21]. Rather, in nuclear discourse, the framing of a piece of text, over and above the sentiment it expresses, seems to matter [22]; moreover, these framings may be related to values [23]. Perhaps some combination of manual thematic analysis on the corpus and factor analysis on values and reader responses can untangle the web of relevant textual features.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrated a technique for automatically assessing which Schwartz values align with each side in a public debate. Additionally, we demonstrated that SVM regression can be used to simulate audiences defined by their affinity for a value or lack thereof. We used these SVM regressions to predict average agreement, and showed that regressions using the predicted scores performed comparably to regressions using actual average value scores in identifying which values aligned with which side in the debate.

Values analysis can be an important complement to sentiment analysis, as values give insight into why people hold particular opinions. At the population and corpus level, values indicate what considerations are important for different sides of a public policy debate. Scaling up values analysis within and across topics can provide timely information to social scientists and policymakers about the relevant dimensions of public opinion about controversial topics.
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